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out there to buy for pools which are mostly 
made of wood, often DIY assembled, don’t 
need planning permission and can be great 
fun to own

55 THE SWIM SPA SOLUTION
Swim spas have become a sensation. A spa 
with enough room to swim against a current 
they are proving a great option with people 
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fl ourishing market for the best of both worlds 
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above £10,000. If you are about to make a 
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ANSWERED
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The hot tub trade association BISHTA 
promotes high standards of safety, enjoyment 
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fi nd the right product at the right price

88 WARMING UP WITH SAUNAS
Saunas are one of the great luxuries of life and 
more people than ever before are opting to 
include one in their own homes as a health 
benefi t. As well as our ‘5 of the Best’ we look 
at why owning a home sauna is appealing to 
more owners

 
94 WATER THAT’S CLEAN AND SAFE

Our easy to follow guide for consumers takes 
all the worry and myth out of maintaining 
clear safe water as we look at products you 
should consider using. Also featured is our ‘3 
of the Best’ pool cleaners and water testing 
products plus a look at hot tub water care

102 REGIONAL DIRECTORY
We list regional retailers and installers around 
the UK

108 SAFETY FOR ALL IN AND AROUND 
THE WATER
Safety around a swimming pool is always 
important. Here’s a list of dos and don’ts of 
pool safety
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We take a look at the available options…

Inflatable PVC pool 

This is the starting point for all pools – easy to 

assemble but surprisingly tough and reliable 

these pools are really just a step up from the 

paddling pools. 

They are made from heavy gauge PVC, are 

easy to assemble and long lasting and can still 

provide a first swimming pool ‘experience’. It 

is important to remember these pools are not 

large paddling pools and are not designed to 

be emptied and refilled when you feel like it – 

you’ll find that most are supplied with simple 

filters and electric pumps to clean and circulate 

the water.

Supported metal framed or 

‘splasher’ pools

The next step up is a metal frame pools 

which normally comprises a one-piece liner 

which hangs from a tubular frame and is easy 

to install. 

As their name suggests, they are really 

designed more for fun and splashing around 

than swimming but are perfect for older 

children and families.

These semi-rigid pools are very much 

for seasonal, warm weather use and 

should definitely be taken down over 

the winter months.

They are unlikely to last beyond ten years 

but at anywhere from £100 up to £1,000, they 

still represent pretty good value for money over 

their useable lifetime and like the inflatable 

pools, can come with basic filtration equipment 

plus extras such as ladders, debris covers and 

surface skimmers.

They are usually found in sizes of 8 – 20 

feet but some are available that are over 30 

feet in length.

USE A SPECIALIST!

• The only place to start is to see an 

accredited swimming pool retailer or 

contractor for help and advice. You may 

be very good at DIY but pool building 

and hot tub installation are very skilled 

and specialist jobs 

• The swimming pool regulatory body 

is SPATA – the Swimming Pool and 

Associated Trades Association and for 

hot tubs it’s BISHTA – the British & Irish 

Hot Tub Association. Both are respected 

organisations which vet members 

and constantly check their work to 

ensure their methods and standards 

of workmanship are of a consistantly 

high and acceptable quality. Call  01264 

356210 or visit www.spata.co.uk or 

www.bishta.co.uk

• SPATA advises getting three estimates 

in writing. An accredited contractor will 

expect this. Make sure you are given a 

breakdown of all the costs involved and 

what payment terms are expected. Most 

contractors will expect a deposit and an 

amount deferred until the job is 

signed off

• Make sure your contractor has fully up to 

date insurance in the unfortunate event 

that anything in or around your property 

is damaged during the construction of 

your pool or installation of your hot tub

• All domestic pools built by SPATA 

members are automatically enrolled 

in what’s called SpataShield, a special 

insurance scheme which ensures work 

done is to industry standards. This can 

under certain circumstances provide 

up to £30,000 (inc VAT) of cover for 

the public employing SPATA members 

to build new domestic pools or spas (a 

relevant Bond Certificate is needed)

SO WHAT WOULD   
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Above-ground/In-ground

These are a significant step up from the 

lower end of the market which are essentially 

splash pools. All the models below 6 metres 

by 4 metres will be free standing and won’t 

need any ground supports which makes them 

quicker to install. Above-ground pools are less 

permanent than other styles and most can 

be drained and moved to another location. 

Overall the sizes range from 2.4 mertres right 

through to 8.4 metres with depths up to 2.1 

metres on some of the larger models. Raised 

decks that partially or completely surround 

the pool can be added for safety, convenience 

and aesthetic purposes. 

If you wanted to, you can clearly buy what 

would be an above-ground pool in terms of its 

design and structure and have it secured and 

put in the ground giving it a more permanent 

look. Add decking and lighting and you have a 

secure high quality pool.

Above-ground/in-ground pools are the most 

budget-friendly but can still produce some 

spectacular results.

There’s a number of manufacturers and a 

wide range of models on the market so expect 

to see some competitive pricing. Compare 

what you are actually getting for your money 

and shop around as this will still be a likely 

investment of several thousand pounds.

One-piece fibreglass

If you are looking for a pool that will rival the 

best for longevity, keep its good looks and give 

the minimum maintenance, a fibreglass one-

piece pool is an attractive option. If you add in 

the benefits of an easy pool installation and the 

fact that when the pool arrives it is pre-fitted 

with connecting pipe work, valves and now in 

some cases, even fitted with pool covers, then 

it’s even more clear why they are so popular. 

These factory-built shells are made with 

fibreglass and finished with a gel. Installation 

time is quicker than some other styles and 

unlike concrete pools for example, they can 

be installed in colder weather conditions. The 

pool shell is delivered complete to your home 

so do bear in mind access and pool location. 

After the hole is dug, the shell is lifted into 

place by crane, levelled and water is added.

As fibreglass is a flexible material, 

these pools can withstand a lot of abuse. 

These durable swimming pools are also 

manufactured to withstand temperature 

changes and maintain the original surface 

beauty over time. Weekly chemical and 

cleaning maintenance is needed to protect 

the finish but you will probably need to use 

fewer chemicals on the whole than with some 

other pool types.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

In terms of extra features for your pool 

it’s a question of where your imagination 

takes you. The reality is it’s worth 

spending time on how your pool fits in 

with your garden and your home. 

A swimming pool is just a pool but a 

pool with decking becomes something 

much more. The amount of decking 

you want or need will depend on how 

you landscape your pool but the effect 

with some thought and design can be 

spectacular.

Other popular extras include streams, 

waterfalls, fountains, water features, 

water gardens or ponds with aquatic 

plants and fish. 

Even a small space can be used for 

attractive water features. 

Let a pool professional help you 

decide how best to enhance your 

poolside. 

Rock formations, with both natural 

and faux rocks, are another special 

feature for today’s pools. Builders can 

design a private lagoon-like area or the 

foundation for a spectacular waterfall by 

using various shapes and sizes of rocks 

to create natural, realistic landscaping. 

Flat rocks can be used to create seating 

areas, pathways, or steps. Builders can 

also provide spacing in stone structures 

for plants and greenery, creating 

more balance and impact in the entire 

poolscape. Landscaping also is a key 

component in the enjoyment of building 

a pool in your home.

B U Y I N G  G U I D E

“If you are looking for a pool that will rival the best 

for longevity, keep its good looks and give the 

minimum maintenance, a fibreglass one-piece pool is 

an attractive option.”
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jogging as well as other hectic water based 
activities. The depth is adjustable and the flow of 
the water jets can also be fine tuned to deliver 
just the right amount of force and direction. 

The potential health benefits of a swim 
spa are especially appealing, particularly 
to consumers who are generally unable to 
exercise, due either to age or injury.

To make exercise even easier, manufacturers 
are offering a vast selection of underwater 
exercise equipment, such as resistance bands, 

which make it possible to target muscle groups 
that standard swim strokes don’t. Some are 
even selling a new breed of swim spa – the 
exercise spa – that’s more compact and more 
affordable than the standard model.

While ‘swim’ is one feature of swim spas, 
‘spa’ is another.

In fact, many models come with standard 
hot tub features, including optional accessories 
such as mood lighting, sound systems and 
aromatherapy inserts.

What will a swim spa cost me?
The range of swim spas on the market has 
grown considerably over the last few years, 
so it really depends on what you choose. The 
simple answer is anything between £10,000 
and £30,000. You can now buy an entry level 
swim spa which provides powerful jets and a 
safe, secure swimming environment for just 
under £10,000.

After that it depends on how elaborate and 
‘high tec’ you want your swim spa to be – 

of the best…
SWIM SPAS
For dealer locations around the UK, call or 
visit the individual company’s website or 
see our ‘regional directory’ on pages 106-
111 of this magazine.
For more swim spa information including 
other manufacturers and distributors, visit 
the What Pool & Hot Tub website.

5 1 Aquatic 1 ECO from Passion Spas: Passions 
Spas designed this swim spa to be the perfect 

compact product.  On one side there are two seats 
and one ergonomical lounge providing a massage, 
on the other side there is the jetstream powered 
by the 3-pump Passion SwimPower System.  The 
advantage of this system is that because the lower 
jets are more powerful than the upper jet, you 
will swim more horizontally, which makes the 
swimming very comfortable.  The power can be 
set for recreational up to Olympic swimmers.  At 
£9,795 is represents great value for money. The 
Aquatic 1 is one of eight swim spa models which 
are stocked by Passion Spas Europe and sold 
throughout dealers across the UK.

2 Carnival from Catalina Spas: The Carnival is 
a swim trainer and party spa which features 

two semi reclined deep massage seats and 
bench seating with back jets for an additional 
eight people! The already effective massage 
can be enhanced with the turbo blower, a 
standard feature. Two powerful motors can 
both be diverted to the river swim jet to offer a 
comfortable swim or aqua jog. For the serious 
swimmer or workout use, there’s the Catalina 
‘pro swim system’. Available in Silver Marble 
or Cameo and all finished in a hand crafted 
mahogany cabinet all covered by the Catalina ten 
year warranty. Priced at £11,995, this swim trainer 
or party spa gives the ‘best of both worlds’.

• Tel: +31 57 745 6040
• www.passionspas.com

• Tel: 01980 611555
• www.worldsfinestswimspas.co.uk
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and that depends on things like lighting, the 
number of swim jets, the seating area at the 
end of the pool and so on. By adding the extras 
the more sophisticated models could take the 
price up to, and in some cases beyond £20,000.

For swim spas which come with a separate 
hot tub area and dual temperature controls 
allowing the water temperature to be different 
between the swimming and non-swimming 
areas then top of the range models could cost 
you up to £30,000.

HOW YOU CAN ADD TO YOUR 
SWIM SPA EXPERIENCE
Like any other luxury products today’s swim 
spas come with lots of options to make them 
more exclusive and reflect the owners’ tastes. 
These range from the strengths of the jets to 
swim against through to music centres and 
pop up DVD players.
• When you choose a swim spa you will 
have lots of options in terms of size, jets, the 
positioning of the jets and water current  

3 Aquatic 3 & Aquatic 3 Deep from Passion 
Spas: For the last two years, the Aquatic 3 

dual-zoned swim spa has been a great success 
across Europe. For 2013 the Aquatic 3 Deep has 
been introduced.  This swim spa is 1.55m deep, 
instead of 1.30m.  The two separated sides can 
be set to different temperatures which enables 
you to have, for example, the hot tub side at 37° 
and the swimming side to be no more than 28°.  
This cooler temperature enables you to benefit 
fully from the very powerful but adjustable 
4-pump Passion SwimPower System.  The hot tub 
side has different seats and lounges, which allows 
you to enjoy different massage experiences.  
Prices range between £14,995 and £16,995.

4Pure Indulgence from Elite Spas: At 
£19,995, the Pure Indulgence is Elite’s flagship 

swim spa model. The swim end is powered by 
three Viper Swim Pumps feeding three powerful 
rapid river swim jets, which provide the adjustable 
current for everything from low-impact aqua 
aerobics to a challenging swim for endurance and 
training. This swim spa will test any top swimmer! 
A five seated contoured spa gives you cutting 
edge technology from the full body massage seat 
for complete all over body or back therapy.  This 
end is powered by two pumps through 53 water 
portals to stimulate every tired muscle. With full 
LED lighting through ten water spouts and the 
entire swim spa, it’s a stunning feature a night!

5Riptide Poseidon Swim Spa from Riptide 
Pools: The ultimate swim and spa package, 

the Riptide Poseidon is one of the finest swim 
spas available. Two volumes of water ensure that 
the spa end can be kept hot for relaxing while 
adjusting the swim end to a lower temperature 
more suitable for swimming against the powerful 
counter currents. The spa end accommodates 
up to five adults with its powerful hydrotherapy 
jets, waterfall and LED lighting. The swim end 
has six powerful, adjustable counter-currents jets. 
The high specification Poseidon is crammed full 
of features including cutting-edge pump and 
heating technology ensuring the Poseidon is also 
very economical to run. Get yours for £22,950.

• Tel: +31 57 745 6040
• www.passionspas.com

• Tel: 0844 448 0125
• www.elitehottubs.co.uk

• Tel: 01245 265036
• www.riptidepools.co
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REMEMBER TO BUDGET FOR 
INSTALLATION
When you come to do your budgeting 
on the cost of a swim spa don’t forget 
to allow for installation costs. Some 
companies will offer an all inclusive service 
which includes installing the spa so it is 
ready to use but the chances are the costs 
will be on top of the price of the swim spa 
itself. Installation isn’t complicated and 
it’s certainly not like installing a full scale 
swimming pool.
You need to think about the decking area 
around your swim spa but a site survey is 
normally included in the price.
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I f you are about to make a decision to buy a hot tub, then the choice that awaits you is quite daunting.
The variety of hot tubs on the market in the UK is both wide and varied – and could be confusing.The prices quoted on the hot tubs have been checked with the manufacturers and are as accurate as possible.  However, it is important that you check with your dealer as there will be some differences in the market.You will see that many of the hot tubs we have selected come with a variety of options. Some are standard and will be included in the price – others will involve added costs and so this will naturally affect the price you are finally quoted.So where do you start and what are the options?For a first-time buyer we believe it is about three things: price, value and reliability.  Hot tubs now are produced almost bespoke to the 

buyers’ needs with therapeutic jets positioned to suit your specific needs.   But it’s also about water cleansing, how environmentally friendly the tub is and whether you want television, DVD or music systems as part of the package.It is also about the warranty which will be given with the tub and the help and service you will be offered.
In our selection we’ve included just some of the technical information you will need to know about the tub – including in every case what the manufacturer is offering as a warranty.So here’s our choice of the top 30. It isn’t comprehensive and of course there are some great hot tubs which haven’t made it on to our list but it does, we hope, offer a starting point as you try to find the tub you are looking for.

Here’s our personal selection of the best value for money hot tubs on the market across three price ranges, £4,999 and below,£5,000 to £9,999,£10,000 and above

It’s a selection we hope means that there’s a tub to suit all tastes and pockets

We have taken great care to check with the manufacturers and distributors that the prices quoted on these pages for hot tubs are as accurate as possible. It is important however that you check with the respective dealers as there may be some price differences in the market.  What we quote here is the manufacturers’ recommended retail price.  It is worth mentioning that when you buy a hot tub there will be a number of options or extras offered to you which will either affect the price or give you some room for negotiation.

01. Eurospa 
Limassol.  Price: 
£3,480

All new for 2013, the 
Eurospa Limassol is 
a high quality roto-
moulded spa, made 
in the USA and fitted 
with high quality 
components such as 
Waterways jets and a 
Balboa control system. 
Spacious, open plan 
design with room 
for six on multi-level 
hydro therapy seats 
makes the Limassol 
a fantastic choice 
whether you are looking for a place to unwind 
or socialise with friends. Benefits include 13amp Plug and Play simplicity, a unique patented LED cascade feature and six cup holders.
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HOT TUBS

01

02. Vita Spas Voeux.  Price £3,995The Voeux is part of the New 100 Series by Vita Spa. This economically priced hot tub uses quality 

Balboa equipment and the same powerful 2-speed pump that is used in all Vita Spas. With 27 jets, 

13 of which are located in a comfortable lounger, this 13amp hot tub really gives unbelievable value for money.

02 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 5 person – one lounger
Dimension: 2110 x 1850 x 870mm
Water Capacity: 1,097 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 27 Heater:  2kW Lighting:  1 white LEDFilters:  35 sq ft

02

01 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 6/7 people all seaterDimension: 2030 x ]2030 x 820mmWater Capacity: 950 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 18

Heater:  2kW Lighting:  LED WaterfallFilters:  25 sq ftWarranty (Years): 5 Shell, 2 Parts & LabourWebsite:  www.eurospa-uk.com
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03. Passion Spas, Refresh.  Price: £3,995
With the Refresh, Passion Spas have succeeded in building a cost effective 
hot tub without cutting corners on the quality of the components or 
features.  The Refresh has the comfort of one lounger and four seats 
being equipped with a variety of massage jets, giving you various massage 
experiences.  Airblower, stainless steel jets, waterfall and circulation pump 
are all standard features.  The LED lights, also standard equipment, are very 
neatly built in to the pillows, cabinet corners, waterfall and venturi switches.  
All in all a great value for money tub. With the knowledge that you can rely 
on Passion Spas’ Customer Protection Programme, you can have peace of 
mind both in and out of the tub.

04. Hydrangea, Garden Spa by Artesian.  Price: £4,295
The Hydrangea is an absolute gem!  After a long day, you can engulf your 
aching muscles in the fantastic hydrotherapy of the Hydrangea hot tub. The 
strategically placed jets in this spa massage loosen tense muscles, from the neck and back to the legs and feet. There is even the option to customise your massage with the in spa diverter.  In addition, the versatile size of the Hydrangea makes it a perfect fit for a small patio or deck, or even 

indoors.

05.  HotSpring Spas, Hot Spot SX.  Price: £4,550
If you want a quality spa that fits easily into a small space, you should 
consider this as your perfect spa.  Enjoy stylish and unique features you 
might expect to find only on larger spas.  Hot Spot spas are insulated with 
an innovative product that’s completely new to the spa industry: FibreCor.  
FibreCor fills every gap and void of your Hot Spot cabinet to insulate your 
spa fully, maximise energy efficiency and provide lower operating costs.

06. Silhouette SL731.  Price: £4,634Built to ISO9001:2008 quality standards (only three manufacturers have this 
certification), this family hot tub features a True-Ozone purification system, 
LiteBlade waterfall, Infinity Fountain feature, 2x LED Lit Water Ropes and 
Full Spectrum LED spa lighting package and is loaded with other popular 
options at one price!
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£4,999 & BELOW

03 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 4 seats + 1 loungerDimension: 2020 x 2020 x 860Water Capacity: 1,300 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 26 all activeHeater:  3kW  BalboaLighting:  LED Filters:  50 sq ftWarranty (Years): 25 Structure, 10 Shell, 2 Equipment

Website:   www.passionspas.com

05 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 3 person with loungerDimension: 1830 x 1830 x 840mmWater Capacity: 1,078 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 17 including the exclusive Moto-Massage jet

Heater:  1.5kW Lighting:  Splendors multi-coloured LED lights - dimmable
Filters:  65 sq ftWarranty (Years): 5 Shell, 2 Parts & LabourWebsite  www.hotspringworld.co.uk

04 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 4 people including 1 loungerDimension: 1980 x 1980 x 810mmWater Capacity: 1,117 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 27

Heater:  2kW Lighting:  Single lightFilters:  35 sq ftWarranty (Years): 1 Parts & LabourWebsite:  www.gardenspas.co.uk

06 TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity & Style: 6 person – loungerDimension: 2110 x 2110 x 900mmWater Capacity: 1,185 litresHydrotherapy Jets: 31

Heater:  2kW Lighting:  Full spectrum lighting with 3 waterfalls
Filters:  50 sq ftWarranty (Years): 2 Parts, 1 LabourWebsite:  www.
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Covering a wide range of domestic wet leisure products,

WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is the only product of it’s type

available in the UK.

Available in print and online, WHAT POOL & HOT TUB

provides UK consumers with the essential information

required when looking to buy a wet leisure product. Whether

it’s information on swimming pools, hot tubs, spas, swim spas,

saunas or a related product, we believe we have it covered.

Over recent years, the overall WHAT POOL & HOT TUB

offering has been developed and and adjusted to reflect the

changing domestic market and our constantly growing

website complements and promotes the magazine, as well

as providing further extensive and accessible content.

The 2016 publication will be available in late April as the UK

season starts. The main distribution has been improved and

we are pleased to announce that 2016’s edition will be

distributed nationally via Tesco, Tesco Extra and

Morrisons stores along with the June edition of the popular

Homebuilding & Renovating magazine. 

In addition, the magazine is also available at a number of

other locations and we invest heavily in Google AdWords

to generate interest for both the magazine and website. For

more information see our ‘Distribution & Reach’ page.

In the 2016 edition, we will continue with a strong editorial

focus on hot tubs, swim spas and swimming pools under

£30,000. We will again feature ‘Our Top 30 Hot Tubs’

across three price bands and numerous ‘...Of The Best...’

product focus pieces including swim spas, pool covers,

enclosures, saunas and more!

The magazine and website are designed not only to entertain,

but also to inform and deliver key information about which

product best matches the need of the UK consumer.  

We achieve this by having a strong emphasis on product

features and specifications, but we also look at the

experiences of users as well as incorporating the views of

experts. What to look for when comparing products,

questions to ask when buying and the issues surrounding

owning, maintaining and running these products are all

covered. 

WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is not far from being all facts and

figures though. The magazine also includes inspirational and

aspirational editorial features which extol and reinforce both

the lifestyle and health benefits of owning each of the main

products that make up today’s domestic wet leisure offering.

We then provide that all important ‘where to buy’ information

via our comprehensive online manufacturer and regional

directories.

ABOUT WHAT POOL & HOT TUB
WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is produced by Aqua Publishing

Ltd, the publishers of SPN (Swimming Pool News), the UK

wet leisure industry's leading trade title. 

WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is also the official magazine for

the UK consumer market and enjoys input, backing and

authoritative content supplied by both SPATA and BISHTA

and we are proud to feature on the website of each

association.

As the official magazine, WHAT POOL & HOT TUB also

contributes vital funds to PIP, the promotional arm of the BSPF,

so by supporting WHAT POOL & HOT TUB through

advertising, you are supporting the industry as a whole.
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n Distributed along with the

June edition of Centaur’s

popular Homebuilding &

Renovating magazine, the

2016 edition will be available

through Tesco, Tesco Extra

and Morrisons stores located

throughout the UK as part of a

‘2 magazines for the price of

1’ promotional offer.

n An ongoing advertising

campaign using Google

AdWords generates targeted

traffic our website.

n The WHAT POOL & HOT

TUB website will be offering

up to 1,000 copies FREE OF

CHARGE to consumers that

complete an online request

form for the magazine. 

n The magazine will be

available at over 125

garden centres /

gardening outlets located

throughout the UK, a

number of which already sell

wet leisure products.

n The magazine will be

available at executive

lounges at airports that serve

First and Business Class

passengers. These include

AA Lounges, Singapore, SAS,

Skyteam, Swissport, Flybe

and more.

n WHAT POOL & HOT TUB

will be available to buy

electronically via the

Pocketmags digital

newsstand app and website.

DISTRIBUTION & REACH

n As the BSPF’s official UK

consumer title, links to the

magazine and its website will

be available directly from

both the SPATA and

BISHTA websites.

n Both SPATEX and the Hot

Tub Living Expo will have

stocks of the magazine that

are given away to any

consumers attending each

show. In addition, we are also

looking at the possibility of

distribution at additional

consumer events.

n The SPN (Swimming Pool

News) website which will

have a prominent and

permanent link to the

WHAT POOL & HOT TUB

website. 

When you’re trying to communicate with a niche market audience, you need niche and relevant distribution channels both off and online. At WHAT POOL & HOT TUB we believe we have them.

In addition to an extensive launch marketing campaign, for 2016/17, we believe we have created the best possible distribution mix and are targetting potential UK consumers via the following:
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n EMPORIUM: The latest wet leisure news, products and

innovations for the UK consumer. Includes everything from

accessories and gadgets to garden living essentials.

n HEALTHY REASONS TO OWN: Looking at the health

and therapeutic benefits of ownership plus how to stay fit

and well in the water.

n THE COOLEST THINGS: Inspiring installations from home

and abroad, including SPATA, BISHTA and EUSA award

winning swimming pools and hot tubs.

n SO WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO BUY?: Our easy to

follow consumer guide to what wet leisure options are

available and the differences between each. We also suggest

things to consider when choosing between products.

n ABOVE-GROUND POOLS: Making the most of limited

space and offering DIY options, one-piece pools are always

popular and we take a closer look at the options available

at cheaper end of the pool market. Includes our ‘...Of The

Best Above-ground Pools’.

n ONE-PIECE POOLS: With reduced installation times and

plenty of possibilities on offer, we put the spotlight on the

these relatively hassle free in-ground options and the quality

that is on offer. Includes our ‘...Of The Best One-piece Pools’.

n CASE STUDIES & FAQs: Supplied by SPATA and

BISHTA, these are designed to dispel the myths

surrounding the installation and owning of both pools and

hot tubs and provide authoritative advice from the experts.

n EASY OWNERSHIP: A look at the latest technology

available to that makes any swimming pool both energy

efficient and easy to manage. Includes our ‘...Of The Best

Pool Covers’.

n CLEAN IT UP: Our easy to follow guide to help  consumers

keep their pool water clean and hygienic. Includes products

they should consider using plus our ‘...Of The Best Pool

Cleaners and our ‘...Of The Best Water Testing Products’.

CONTENT & FEATURES
n POOL ENCLOSURES: With the weather in the UK being

at it’s best unreliable, we look at the options that provide

year round use of any swimming pool. Includes our ‘...Of

The Best Enclosures’ that are on the market.

n SWIM SPAS BUYING GUIDE: A closer look at the

increasingly popular swim spa market. What their features

and benefits are plus our ‘...Of The Best Swim Spas’ that

are available.

n HOT TUBS BUYING GUIDE: A separate piece on

inflatable hot tubs plus a detailed look at three separate

price ranges and what make up ‘Our Top 30 Hot Tubs’ and

spas on the market. Includes technical data plus FAQ's

from BISHTA.

n HOT TUB ENCLOSURES & GAZEBOS: From wood to

canvas, with numerous styles and types now on offer, we

look at the various under cover options that are available

for hot tub and swim spa owners. 

n SAUNAS BUYING GUIDE: The myths and magic – a look

at a new cheaper and easier to maintain generation of

saunas that are now on the UK market plus a look at ‘... Of

The Best Saunas’ available.

n WET LEISURE SAFETY: Supplied by SPATA and BISHTA,
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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING - 12 months

Double Page Spread £2,150

Full page £1,250

Half page £700

Quarter page £400

Eighth Page £250

Premium Sponsorship Packages & cover positions £POA

INSERTS

For inserts up to 20grams £100 per 1,000

For inserts over 20grams £POA per 1,000

ADVERTISING OPTIONS
ONLINE ADVERTISING - 6 months

Large Sidebar Banner - all pages 170px (w) x 170px (h) £395

Small Sidebar Banner - all pages 170px (w) x 85px (h) £295

Main Section Banner - 590px (w) x 76px (h) £295

Sub Section Banner - 590px (w) x 76px (h) £195

DIRECTORIES - 12 months

Hot Tub Table (magazine & online – see description) £245

Regional Directory (online only – see description) £95

Regional Directory 5+ (online only – see description) £75

With a wide range of ways to promote your company both in the magazine and online, WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is able to offer advertisers the best and widest range of options available. 

DESCRIPTION:

n HOT TUB TABLE: The low cost entry point into the

magazine and website for hot tub manufacturers and

distributors. Inclusion in our hot tub directory as a single

column advertisement including a 30 word description of

your company, your company logo (online only) and full

contact details.

n REGIONAL DIRECTORY: The low cost entry point for

installers and retailers. Inclusion in our online directory

including key contact details, link to you website plus what

products your company offers. 
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FULL PAGE
Bleed 216mm(w) x 303mm(h)
Trim 210mm(w) x 297mm(h)
Type 190mm(w) x 277mm(h)

HALF PAGE 
HORIZONTAL
190mm(w) x 135mm(h)

QUARTER PAGE
92mm(w) x 135mm(h)

EIGHTH PAGE
92mm(w) x 65mm(h)

ACCEPTED COPY FORMATS

1) High resolution (300dpi) PDF, Photoshop, Illustrator, EPS,

JPEG and TIFF files only (No MS Office formats). All fonts

and images should be embedded. All elements should

be supplied in a CMYK colour only format. Any RGB files

supplied will be converted by us and we take no

responsibility for accurate colour reproduction of

converted files. 

2) If advertising copy is not supplied to the specification as

outlined on this page, we reserve the right to adjust it to

meet our specifications. This will be done at no cost to

the advertiser. We do not accept half page ‘bleed’

adverts.

3) Should an advertisement need to be amended or

designed, the advertiser may be subject to a small

additional charge.

4) Specifications for online/electronic copy can be found

on our website at:

www.whatpoolandhottubmag.co.uk/pages/media

5) Please send your copy by email to Cathy Varley:

cathy@aqua-publishing.co.uk

HALF PAGE 
VERTICAL
92mm(w) x 277mm(h)

GREEN CREDENTIALS

WHAT POOL & HOT TUB is doing its bit for the environment. Each edition is published on an FSC MIX paperstock. In addition,

the WHAT POOL & HOT TUB website is powered by ‘1&1 Green Hosting’ and all our online virtual editions of the magazine are

carbon neutral. 

ADVERTISEMENT SIZESISSUE DATES

On sale Tesco, Tesco Extra and Morrisons 28/04/16

Magazine available from 18/04/16

Final advertising copy deadline 30/03/16

Final Regional Directory listing deadline 23/03/16

Final booking deadline 21/03/16

Final editorial deadline 09/03/16

PLEASE NOTE: The publisher reserves the right to amend

the above dates and alter, amend, withdraw and add

features as published in this document.

DATES & MECHANICAL DETAILS
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strokes don’t. Some are even selling a new 
breed of swim spa – the exercise spa – that’s 
more compact and more affordable than the 
standard model.

They have also been found to be effective for 
those recuperating from any sports injuries.

The potential health benefits of a swim 
spa are especially appealing, particularly to 
consumers who are generally unable to exercise, 
due either to age or injury.

Swim spas also act as smaller swimming 

pools in the sense that you can play around in 
them, or with some of the split-models, you 
actually have a hot tub spa in one end of it 
and a swimming area in the other.

So while ‘swim’ is one feature of swim 
spas, ‘spa’ is clearly another and many 
models come with standard hot tub features, 
including optional accessories such as 
mood lighting, sound systems and 
aromatherapy inserts.

Swim spas come in a few different categories 

and sizes. Almost any type of swim spa can 
facilitate an environment that will allow a 
person to exercise continuously, relax by just 
soaking in the warm water to soothe the mind 
and body, or spend time with family/friends in 
the comfort of your home.

WHAT WILL A SWIM SPA COST ME?
The range of swim spas on the market has 
expanded considerably over the last few years, 
so it really depends on what you are choosing 

of the best…
SWIM SPAS
For dealer locations around the UK, call or 
visit the individual company’s website or 
see our ‘regional directory’ on pages 106-
111 of this magazine.
For more swim spa information including 
other manufacturers and distributors, visit 
the What Pool & Hot Tub website.

8 1 The Allseas Spas SuperSwim 60: Priced at 
£20,838, this is one of many models available 

through Summit Leisure. Powered by two 
3hp pumps and two 2hp one speed pumps, it 
provides an effective exercise pool. An additional 
1hp circulation pump handles filtration. This 
combination of pumps powering the directional 
swim jets ensures a current suitable for all 
swimming requirements. The spa is separate 
from the swim section and is powered by its own 
pumps, filtration and heating system, enabling 
both sections to run at different temperatures. 
The spa and swim section are equipped with 
separate ozone generators and multicolour LED 
lights plus perimeter lighting. All Allseas Spas 
come with a four stage energy saving insulation 
system which locks in the heat, minimising 
running costs.

2 Aquatic 1 ECO from Passion Spas: Passions 
Spas designed this swim spa to be the perfect 

compact product.  On one side there are two seats 
and one ergonomical lounger providing a massage, 
on the other side there is the jetstream powered 
by the 3-pump Passion SwimPower System.  The 
advantage of this system is that because the lower 
jets are more powerful than the upper jet, you 
will swim more horizontally, which makes the 
swimming very comfortable.  The power can be 
set for recreational up to Olympic swimmers.  At 
£9,795 is represents great value for money. The 
Aquatic 1 is one of eight swim spa models which 
are stocked by Passion Spas Europe and sold 
throughout dealers across the UK.

• Tel: +31 57 745 6040
• www.passionspas.com

• Tel: 01264 850001
• www.summitleisure.co.uk
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your swim spa for, the size of the unit itself and 
the specification. The simple answer is anything 
between £10,000 and £30,000. You can now 
buy an entry level swim spa which provides 
powerful jets and a safe, secure swimming 
environment for just under £10,000.

After that it depends on how elaborate and 
‘high tec’ you want your swim spa to be – 
and that depends on things like lighting, the 
number of swim jets, the seating area at the 
end of the pool and so on. By adding the extras 

the more sophisticated models could take the 
price up to the £20,000 mark.

Beyond that, you are looking at the top end 
of the market with impressive specifications 
and many extras. Many will feature a separate 
or sectioned off hot tub area and dual 
temperature controls allowing the water 
temperature to be different between the 
swimming and non-swimming areas. These 
top of the range models could cost you up 
to £30,000. 

3 The Hydros swim spa from Riptide Pools: 
The Riptide Hydros is a compact combined 

swimming pool and spa designed predominantly 
for families with young children, with enough 
space for the kids to swim against the jets whilst 
the adults are relaxing at the spa end. The Hydros 
has a powerful four pump, four jet counter-
current system, with six spa seating positions 
including a luxurious lounger. This is definitely not 
an entry level product – it is a fully functioning, 
incredibly well specified swim spa. The only 
difference is its proportions. Complete with a five 
year structure/surface warranty, the Hydros is a 
huge amount of fun and great value for money 
at £12,950.

4The Mardi Gras ‘Classic’ from Catalina Spas: 
The ‘original’ party and exercise spa with 

seating for 11, the 5,000 litres capacity Mardi Gras 
incorporates a river jet for swimming and aqua 
aerobics and has the added benefit of a fitted 
Pro Swim system, a tether which allows sustained 
swimming for the strongest of swimmers. Needing 
only a 32amp supply and fitted with an Ozone 
water purifying unit, heated booster, two powerful 
pumps, 21 stainless steel jets and finished in a 
hardwood mahogany cabinet that is available in 
a choice of colours, at just £9,995 inc VAT, the 
Mardi Gras is the perfect addition to any garden or 
home. The price even includes Catalina’s unique 
ten year warranty.

5Riptide Poseidon Swim Spa from Riptide 
Pools: A fully fledged swim and spa, Riptide’s 

Poseidon combines two separate volumes of 
water, allowing you to keep the pool at the right 
temperature for swimming, whilst the spa is kept 
hot, ready to sink into after a gruelling workout. 
The Poseidon features four powerful, adjustable 
swim jets, with plenty of space for even the tallest 
swimmers, and seating for five adults at the 
generously-equipped spa end. Priced at £22,495, the 
Poseidon is designed to a very high specification and 
crammed full of features to create a stunning swim 
spa. Complete with a five year structure/surface 
warranty, cutting-edge pump and heating technlogy 
also ensures that the Poseidon is economical to run.

• Tel: 01245 265036
• www.riptidepools.co

• Tel: 01980 611555
• www.worldsfinestswimspas.co.uk

• Tel: 01245 265036
• www.riptidepools.co
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REMEMBER TO BUDGET FOR 
INSTALLATION
When you come to do your budgeting 
on the cost of a swim spa don’t forget 
to allow for installation costs. Some 
companies will offer an all inclusive service 
which includes installing the spa so it is 
ready to use but the chances are the costs 
will be on top of the price of the swim spa 
itself. Installation isn’t complicated and 
it’s certainly not like installing a full scale 
swimming pool.
You need to think about the decking area 
around your swim spa but a site survey is 
normally included in the price.



12 MONTH GOLD SPONSORSHIP - £4,995

(SEPARATE RATE CARD VALUE £6,520)

Sponsor must supply at their own cost a hot tub minimum

value of £3,995RRP (not inc delivery or installation). This will

be promoted as a competition on the cover, in the

magazine and online. Up to 25% of our AdWords spend will

be based around the competition. Details of consumers

entering the competition will be passed exclusively to the

main sponsor.

Non exclusive access to national leads generated by

consumers that sign up for a copy of the magazine.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Double Page Spread advert

n Further Full Page advert or Company Profile 

n Entry in Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n 3 entries in ‘Our Top 30 Hot Tubs’ feature or similar

ONLINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Large sidebar banner / button 

n Main header banner for main hot tubs section

n Main header banner for main regional hot tubs section 

n Main header banner for 2 regional hot tubs sections 

n Entry in online Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n Up to 20 free Regional Directory listings 

PREMIUM SPONSOR PACKAGES
12 MONTH SILVER PACKAGE - £3,495 

(SEPARATE RATE CARD VALUE £4,460)

Non exclusive access to national leads generated by

consumers that sign up for a copy of the magazine.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Full Page advert

n Further Full Page advert or Company Profile (can be

combined with above to create a Double Page Spread)

n Entry in Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n 2 entries in ‘Our Top 30 Hot Tubs’ feature or similar

ONLINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Large sidebar banner / button

n Main header banner for 1 regional hot tubs section 

n Entry in online Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n Up to 15 Regional Directory listings

There are limited number of opportunities in the 2016 edition to become a sponsor. We have a tiered system for sponsorship which is detailed below:

12 MONTH BRONZE PACKAGE - £1,695 

(SEPARATE RATE CARD VALUE £2,540)

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Full page advert

n Entry in Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n 1 entry in ‘Our Top 30 Hot Tubs’ feature or similar

ONLINE ADVERTISING INCLUDES:

n Small sidebar banner / button

n Entry in online Manufacturers Directory (Hot Tub Table)

n Up to 10 Regional Directory listings
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The number of premium sponsor packages is limited. Booking priority will be given to previous sponsors and then availability is on a

‘first come, first served’ basis. To ensure you are not disappointed, please reserve your sponsorship package today!

AVAILABILITY


